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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group; a projectivity 0: G -+ G” is an isomorphism from the 
lattice L(G) of subgroups of G onto the lattice L(G”) of subgroups of the 
group G”. If H Q G then H” need not be normal in G” and we can consider 
P/W’, where N” = (HO& is the core of H” in G”, i.e., the maximal normal 
subgroup of G” contained in H”, and K” = (H”)‘” is the normal closure of 
H” in G”, i.e., the minimal normal subgroup of G” containing H”. It is well 
known that K and N are normal in G [ 1,9]. One of the main problems in 
the study of projectivities and in particular in the study of the invariance of 
group-theoretical properties under the action of lattice isomorphisms is the 
behaviour of the projective images of normal subgroups, i.e., their 
“deviation” from normality. It looks natural to describe this deviation in 
terms of the structure of the groups K/N, KU/N”, and in terms of their 
embeddings in G, G”, respectively. The present paper is concerned with the 
structure of H/N and H*/N”. It is well known that H/N and HO/N” are 
residually finite-nilpotent groups. Furthermore Menegazzo has proved that 
H/N is residually finite-nilpotent-2’ abelian, i.e., it can be embedded in the 
direct product of finite-nilpotent groups whose 2’-Hall subgroups are abelian, 
leaving open the question of whether or not the whole group H/N is abelian 
[5]. In a previous paper Stonehewer and the author discovered an example 
where H/N is non-abelian (21. On the other hand Napolitani and Zacher 
have recently shown that K/N is always soluble, giving a constant bound 
(not depending on G and o) for the solubility length of K/H [7]. The aim of 
the present paper is to prove that there also exists a constant bound for the 
solubility length of H/N and Ha/NC (i.e., 3 and 4, respectively, see 
Theorem 1 below). 
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2. STATEMENTS AND RESULTS 
By Menegazzo’s above-mentioned result the proof of Theorem 1 mainly 
depends on the investigation of projectivities between finite 2-groups (see 
Lemmas 1,2,3 and Corollary 1). In this direction Menegazzo has proved the 
following proposition, which will be very useful in the proof of our main 
lemma: 
PROPOSITION 1 (MENEGAZZO [6]). Let G = H(a) be a ftnite 2-group, 
H # (1) a normal subgroup of G and u: G -+ G” a projectivity such that 
(HO)oLT = (1). Put K” = (H”)‘“. Then R,(G) < Z(K), the centre of K, and 
Q,(G”) < Z(K”). 
The notation will be mostly standard. 
We recall that a subgroup H of a group G is quasinormal in G if 
HX = XH for every subgroup X of G. 
If B <A are groups, we shall denote by [A/B] the lattice of subgroups of 
A containing B. 
H is a Dedekind (or modular) subgroup of G if the map Y + Y f? H is a 
lattice isomorphism from [X U H/H] onto [X/X n H] for every X < G. 
Without mentioning it explicitly we’ll make often use of the fact that a 
projective image of a normal subgroup is always a Dedekind subgroup, and 
it is quasinormal if it is subnormal, in particular if it is a subgroup of a finite 
p-group. 
We also recall that a finite p-group is modular if all its subgroups are 
quasinormal. 
In the following lemma we collect some facts which occur in projectivities 
of certain finite 2-groups. Many of these facts are well known and many of 
them hold in a more general contest (for example, also for odd primes). 
Anyway we have preferred, for the convenience of the reader, to state the 
lemma in the most suitable form with respect o our purposes. 
LEMMA 1. Let G = H(a) be a finite 2-group, H # (1) a normal subgroup 
of G and let o: G + G” be a projectivity such that (HO),, = (1). Then the 
following hold: 
(a) H n (a) = (1) and Q,(G) = Q,(H) O,(a). 
@I u@,(G)) = (1). 
(c) o induces a projectivity from G/O,(G) to G”/R,(G”) and 
HQ,(G”)IWG”) is core free in G”/R,(G”). 
(4 Qr(G)IO,-z(G) and WWL2W are abelian (in particular 
Q,(G) and Q,(G”) are elementary abelian). 
(e) The map x -+ x2’-’ is an endomorphism of Q,(G). 
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(f) IfK:” = (HU)‘O, then 1 G :K / > 4. 
(g) H does not contain subgroups isomorphic to the quaternion group. 
(h) u restricted to fi ,(G) is induced by an isomorphism. 
(i) There exist sets of generators {e,,...,e,}, {f,,...,fO} of an,(G), 
Q,(G”), respectively, such that fin,(H) = (e,) x ..a x (e,), l2,(H”) = 
(f,) X -a. X (f,), (e,) = Q1(a>, (fo) = Q,(a)“, (fi)” = (ei) for 0 < i < m, 
ey=e,, ey=eiei-, for i> l,f~l=fifo,f~l=fif, ifm>2,f;‘=f,fify if 
m > 3, where a E {O, l} and (a,) = (a)“. 
(1) For each 1 < i < m, Q,(H) contains exactly 1 subgroup of order 2’ 
normalized by a, namely, (ei, e,-, ,..., e,), where the e,‘s are defined in (i). 
Proof. Since H # (1) from [ 10, Theorem 31 it follows that G” is a 2- 
group. 
(4, (b), ( c o 1 f 11 ow immediately from [3, Lemma 3.11. 
(4 H”Q,-dG”YQ,-A@‘) is core free in G”/fi,-,(G”) by (c). By [3, 
Lemma 3.1(c)], R,(G”/R,-,(G”) = Q,(GU)/Q,-*(GO) is abelian, hence 
R,(G)IfiR,-z(G) is abelian (a modular 2-group of exponent <4 is abelian). 
Also by (b) WQ/~r-2W) r Q,.(H) K,(G)/Q,-,(G) < ~,(G)/JL,(G) is 
abelian. 
(e) By (c) the hypotheses are preserved in the factor group G/a,(G). 
Thus, by induction, for x, y E O,(G) we have (xY)‘~~* =~~‘~‘y~‘~~w~,,, here 
w,, E Q,(G). But (x2’-‘, Y~‘-~, 
(xy)2r” = x2’-‘y2’y 
o,,,) ,< fin,(G) which is abelian by (d). Hence 
(f) If 2’= exp(G), then G”/R,-,(G”) is abelian by (d) and 
H”Q,-2(WQIZ,-2(G”) is core free in G”/fi,-,(G”) by (c). Hence H” < 
B,-,(G”) and since R,-,(G”) <I G”, we must have Ku < Qn,-,(G”). Then (b) 
implies IG:KI > 4. 
(g) follows from (d). 
(h) If ) a,(G)1 > 8 it follows from the fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry. If IQ,(G)/ < 4 it is obvious. 
(i) Let (al) = (a)O. 121(H”)(alj = 12nl(HU)H0(all = R,(H”),, = (l), i.e., 
Q,(H”) is core free in Q,(GU)(a,) and it implies that the centralizer 
c RLdal) = (0 Suppose lCn,(H) (a)1 > 2; then there exist 2 subgroups (v), 
(w) of H of order 2, (v) # ( ) w such that (v)” and (w)” are core free 
quasinormal subgroups of 12,(HU)(a,). Thus (v)” X (w)” induces a cyclic 
group of automorphisms on (a,), i.e., C~v,wj~(a,) # (l), a contradiction. 
Therefore 1 C,,(H) (a)/ = 2. Regarding a as a linear transformation of the 
GF(2)-vector space L!,(H), it follows from the standard theory of matrices 
that there exists a basis {e,,..., e,} of R,(H) as described in the statement. 
Put (e,) = Q,(a), (A) = (e,)O. Since (ei, e,-,,..., e,) is normalized by a, 
(Si~.L1~...~fi>(a,> is a group and, since CI),(GOJ (a,> = (f,), we getf?=fifo 
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and, if m > 2, possibly substituting f2 with f2fi and consequently ei with 
eiej- 1 for i > 2 (see (h)), we get fi’ = fi f, . Finally, if m > 3, again possibly 
substituting f3 with f3f, and consequently ci with eiei-2 for i > 3, we get 
f?=f,f2fY, a E (0, I}, and (i) is proved. 
(1) follows immediately from (i). 
In what follows we shall refer to Lemma 1 as Ll. We are now in the 
position to prove the following main result: 
LEMMA 2 (MAIN LEMMA). Let G = H(a) be a finite 2-group, (1) # H a 
normal subgroup of G of exponent 2’ and let o: G -+ G” be a projectivity 
such that (HO)GO = (1). If 1 H/l2- ,(H)I > 23, then H is abelian. 
Proof. Since H # (l), from [ 10, Theorem 31 it follows that G” is a 2- 
group. 
Let (a,) = (~2)~. Let {e, ,..., e,}, {f, ,..., fo} be sets of generators of R,(G), 
fil(Ga), respectively, chosen as in Ll (i). By Ll (e) we have H/R,-,(H) g 
U,-,(H); hence In,(H)1 > 23. Therefore m > 3 and from Ll(1) it follows 
u,- ,W) 2 (e3> x (e2) x (e,>. (1) 
Let Q=HnH”=+, Q, = H n Hua~o-‘. Since e, & H”nloml and 
e, e, E HUal”-‘(LI (h, i)), e, & Hoal”- > Q. Thus Ll(h, i) implies 
Qn(e,~e,~e,>=(e,e,,e,e,e~> (2) 
QnQ*n(e,,e,,e,)=(e,e:+"). (3) 
Similarly, using again Ll(h, i), we get 
Qln7e37e2~el)= (e,eT,e,) 
Qn Q, n (e3, e2, e,> = (e3e'?e,). 
(4) 
(5) 
The lattices [H/Q], [H/Ql], [Q/Qn Q,], [Q/Q n Q”] are chains, being 
isomorphic to sublattices of the chain [G/H]. Thus ] H :QL!-,(H)I < 2, 
IH:Q,~,-,(H)I~2,IH:<QnQ,>~,_,(H)I~4,IH:<QnQa)n,-,(H)I~4. 
Also QQ,-,(H)/n,-,(H) g U,-,(Q) < U,-,(H) g H/R,-,(H) by Ll(e) and 
(l), (2). Therefore 
I or- ,(Q>l = I H/n,- ,WI/2 = I f3- ,WW. (6) 
Equation (6) together with (1) and (2) implies 
(7) 
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Similarly we get 
I Ur-,(QJ = W/Q,- 1WW = I ur- ,VfW (8) 
Equation (8) together with (1) and (4) implies 
~r-,<Q&%w2~eJ= (e3G4 (9) 
Furthermore (Q n Q’) Q,_,(H)/O,-r(H) z U,-,(Q C-I Q’) < U,-,(Q) < 
U,.-,(H)ZZ~/J~-,(H) by Ll(e) and (l), (2), (3). Therefore 
1%dQn Q’>l= IWLWI/4 = ILW)l/4~ (10) 
Equation (10) together with (1) and (3) implies 
ur-l<QnQa)n(e3,ez,el)= (e,ei+“>. (11) 
Similarly we get 
Ib(QnQI)l = IWfLW4 = ILVW4. (14 
Equation (12) together with (1) and (5) implies 
ur-,(QnQe,)n Gw2,e1)= (e&eJ. (13) 
BY (7), (9), (ll), (13) and by Ll(e) there exist h, E Q,, h, E Q, 
h,EQnQ,, hEQnQ’such that 
h2’-’ = 
1 e13 
h2’-’ 1+n 
2 = e2e1, 
h2’-’ 
3 = e,e;e,, 
h2'-' 
=e3e, . (14) 
We have e, = h:‘-’ = (h;‘-I)” = (hy)“-’ = (h,[h,, a])“-’ = hf’-‘[h,, a]“-’ 
= e,[h,, u]“~‘, hence [h,, u]*‘~’ = 1, i.e., [h,, a] = w, E n’-,(H). 
Furthermore e, = (e2el)0 = (hi’-‘)” = (h;)2’-’ = (h2[h2,u])2’m’ = 
h~‘~‘[h2,u]2’~’ = e2e,[h2,a]2’-‘. Hence [h2,a]2’m’=e,. Ll(e) implies 
[h2, al = hlu2, ~2 E a,-,(H). 
Similarly e,et+“e:+‘2 = (e,e;e,)a = (h:‘-‘)” = (h$-’ = (h3[h3,u])2’-1 
= h:‘-‘[h3,u]2’-’ = e,efe,[h,, u]2’-1. Hence [hj,a12’-’ = e2ey = 
(h2h:ta)2’-1. Ll(e) implies [h3,u] = h2h:tawj, wj Ear-,(H). 
Summarizing, the following relations hold: 
h; = h1q, h; = h2h,m2, h’: = h3h2h;+?03, Wi E Q,-,(H)* (15) 
Since (h,) n Q = (h,) n Q, = (h,h,) n Q, = (h”) n Q = (1) and Q, Q, are 
quasinormal in H, recalling that [H/Q], [H/Q,], [Q/Q n Q,], [Q,/Qn Q,] 
are chains, by order considerations and Ll(e) we get 
fit(H) = fJi(Q,> Qi(h,h,) = Qi<Q> Qi(h”> 
= fii(Q n Q,> fii(h2) Qi(h,>* (16) 
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Put (k,) = (hr)-? kf’-‘= eie,, & Q (Ll(h, i)), hence 
H”ll,“-’ 
= Q(k)- (17) 
We shall divide the rest of the proof in several steps. 
Step 1. If H is a modular group then H is abelian. By (17) Hual”-’ = 
Q(k) = QW,), thus I(qW(qW n Ql = = IWlOd n Ql = lk>l = 2” 
= exp(H”” lo-’ ), and it implies (qkl) n Q = (1) for every q E Q. 
Furthermore (qk,) is quasinormal in H”“‘“m’ (H”alu-’ is now a modular 
group, being a projective image of H) and Q a Hual”-‘. Hence for every 
q1 E Q we get (ql)(qk,) n Q = (sl> a (qlWJ. In particular every 
subgroup of Q is normal in Q and therefore Q is abelian (Ll(g)). Therefore 
(h) < Z(QQa) = Z(Q(h”)) = Z(H) (16) and it forces H to be abelian [ 12, 
Lemma 31. 
We now start using induction on 1 H ]. By Ll(d) we may and shall assume 
r > 2. 
Step 2. Q,-,(H) is abelian. 
o induces a projectivity from ~2~,(H)(a) to f2p,(Ho)(a,) and 
Ia,- ,W>/fl,-AWI > I u,(H/Q,-,(H)>I = IH/Q,- ,W)I > 8. Thus, by induc- 
tion, Q,-,(H) is abelian. 
Step 3. The derived subgroup H’ of H is contained in Q,(H) n Z(H). 
Since H/Q,(H) z Hfl,(GYfi,(G), H/Q,-,(H) 2 WQ,,(W/ 
~r-GVWO) z H~,(G)/~IZ,(G)/R,-,(H~,(G)/~IZ,(G)), hence WWY 
R,(G)/~IZ,_,(H~,(G)/R,(G))I > 23. By Ll(c) we can apply induction and 
therefore HLJ,(G)/lJ,(G) E H/On(H) is abelian. Proposition 1 completes the 
proof of step 3. 
Step 4. If IH/l?,(H)I > 23 then H is abelian. 
Let K OLI~Om’ = (H”‘I~‘-‘)~ = (H”‘~“-‘)c(Ij. As we have seen proving (2), 
e, c$ H”“I”-‘. Thus K”Q’“-’ n H is a normal subgroup of G contained in H 
not containing e, and therefore it must be the identity subgroup (Ll( 1)). 
Hence 121(Kua1um1 ) is cyclic (Ll(a)), i.e., Ku”‘“-’ and its projective image K 
are cyclic groups (Ll(g)). Since (e,,er) < H”“l”m’ n C,(a) (Ll(h, i)), 
(e,,e,) < K”“l”m’, so (e,)< K, i.e., K# (1). K Q G [9], oa,a-’ induces a 
projectivity from G/K to G/Kualu-’ and HWalum’/Kaala-’ is core free in 
G/K rralo-‘. Furthermore (H/K/C!,- ,(H/K)I = 1 U,- ,(H/K)I > ( Ur- I(H)K/Kj 
2 23, since K is cyclic. Thus, by induction, H/K is abelian and step 3 implies 
H’ < (e,). Therefore (h,) 4 H (see (14)) and so (k,) is quasinormal in 
H”“l”-‘. Since Q 4 H”~I”~’ and (k,)n Q = (1) (17), for q E Q we have 
(4W n Q = (4 4 WW, i.e., k, induces a power automorphism on Q 
which is now abelian since Q n H’ = (1). Furthermore k, centralizes 
Q/n,-,(Q) (Ll(d)), which has exponent 4. Then, by the locally finite 
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modular p-groups structure Theorem [ 11, Theorem 181 it follows that 
ff”“*“-’ and its projective image H are modular groups. Hence H is abelian 
by step 1. 
Therefore we may and shall assume [H/L?-,(H)I = 8, i.e., 
RJW = (% e2, 4 and H=Q,-,(H)(h,, h,, h,) (see (1)). (18) 
Step 5. @,) a (h,W-AH). 
(h,)R,-,(H) Q G (see (15)), hence ((h,)f2-,(H))’ 4 G. From step 3, 
using elementary commutator identities, it follows that (h:, hz) < Z(H). It is 
also clear from (18) that Q,-,(H) < <Q n QAhi, h:). Hence 
((h,)i2,-,(H))’ < a,(Q n Q,, hi) < n,(Q,). But it is clear from (4) and 
from the action of a on R,(H) that the unique non-trivial normal subgroup 
of G contained in n,(Qi) is (e,). Therefore ((h,)Ll-,(H))’ < (e,) < (h,) 
and step 5 is proved. 
SW 6. (4) 4 (M Q,-,(H). 
The first part of step 5 shows in fact also that ((hJ G,-,(H)) < 
s,(Qn Q,, h,) < n,(Q). From (15) and step 5 it follows [A,, a,-,(H)]” = 
lh,h,o,, fLW1 s [b fL#fNh Q,-,(H)1 c h %,W>lW. 
Thus (h2, Ll,-,(H))‘(e,) is normalized by a. Hence, if 
(h2 Y Qr- ,(WY 4 ( e,, e,), it contains an element of the form e3ey2ey1. 
Equation (15) also implies that a2 normalizes (h2, s2,- ,(H)) and therefore 
normalizes its derived subgroup. Thus [e3eyZe;l, a’] = e, E (h2, i2- ,(H))’ < 
O,(Q), a contradiction. Hence (h2, a,-,(H))’ < (e,, e,) n Q = (eze,) = 
O,(h,) and step 6 is proved. 
Step 7. n,-,(H) < Z(H). 
BY step 5 @A is quasinormal in l2-,(Q)(kl). Since Q 4 Hoalum’ > 
Q,-,(Q)W, for every q E fL<Q> we have GW,) n Q = (4) +W,), 
i.e., k, induces a power automorphism on ~2~i(Q). Choose p such that 
Ia51 = 2’. By (17) e,eo = kf’-’ = a42’m1hfr-‘. Then Ll,(e) implies k, = a4hlw, 
WEAL,-,. Therefore [kl,u]= [dh,o,u] = [h,w,u] = [h,,a]“[o,a]; 
[h,,u] ELI-,(H) by (15) and [w,a] ER,-,(G)nG’<D,-,(H). Thus 
[k,, a] E a,.-,(H) which is abelian by step 2 and it implies that k, induces 
on Q,-,(Q) and on fir-,(Q”> th e same power automorphism, i.e., k, induces 
a power automorphism on J2,- ,(Q) .R,- ,(Q’) > G,- ,(Q)(h”)” = R,_ ,(H) 
(16). 
Let (k2) = (hz)U’:Um’. k:‘-’ = eze,eo = h:‘m’a02r-’ (Ll(h, i) and (14)), and 
so Ll(e) implies k, = uah2co’, w’ E Q,-,(G). From step 6 it follows that 
(k2) is quasinormal in 
Hua:u-1 > Or--l(Ql)(k2), 
Llpl(Q)(k2). Since (k&n Q, = (1) and Q, d 
f or every q1 E Q,-l(Ql)l we have (qJ&) n Q, = 
(sl> a (q,XkA i.e., k, induces a power automorphism on 8,-i(Qi). 
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Since n,-,(G) = R,-,(H) n,-,(a) (Ll(a)), we can write o = (a”)*‘& 
w’ = (a”)‘jc, b, c E J?,-,(H). Because I-Z(a4)/0,-r(H) is abelian we have 
k, = uotzoih, mod O,-,(H), k, = u4+2Djh2 mod C?,-,(H) and, more, there 
exist odd numbers S, y such that kf E u4h, mod D,.-,(H), k2y E 
Iz,u-~ mod fin,-,(H). Thus kikf = h2hl~“, W” E a,-r(H), which is abelian 
(step 2). Since both k, and k, induce power automorphisms on a,-,(Qr), it 
follows that h,h, induces a power automorphism on a,-,(Q1). Furthermore 
by (15) [h,h,, fir-,W)l= [h,hw,, Qr-dfG1 = P2, fLW>l” s (e2e1Y 
< (e2) = S;l,(h,h,); hence (h2hl) is normalized by a,-r(H) >12-r(Ql); so, 
because (h,h,)nR,-,(Q,)= (l), we get [h,h,, a,-,(Q,)] = (1) and, more, 
from the decomposition R,-,(H) = fi,_,(Q,)n,P,(h,h2) (16), we also have 
[h,h,, 52,-,(H)] = (1) and consequently [h,, S2,-,(H)]” = [h,h,w,, 
Q,-,W)l = [h2k, Q,-,W)l= (1). Hence n,-,(H)~Z(~R,-,(H)(h,,h,)). 
We show also that h, commutes with n,-,(H). 
W fin,-,(H) < (Q n Q,)(hiXhi) (16). (hi, hi) <Z(H), hence (h,, 
Q,-,(W)’ < <<en Q,)(hi>(hi))’ < Qn Q,. Furthermore [h, Q,-,Wl” = 
[h,h,hf+“q, n,-,(H)] = [h3, n,-,(H)] (see (15)), since both h, and h, 
commute with Q,-,(H). Therefore (h,, a,-,@I)) is normalized by a. But 
Q n Q, does not contain any non-trivial subgroup normalized by a. Thus 
(h,, Q,.-,(H))‘=(l). Since H=Q,-,(H)(h,,h,,h,) (see ]18)), step7 is 
proved. 
Step 8 (final step). H is abelian. 
H= Q,-,(H)@,, h,, h,) (1% h ence by step 7 and step 3 we have H’ = 
([h2, kl, [h2~hIl~ [Whl) and so, because it is an elementary abelian 
normal subgroup of G of order at most 8, it must be contained in (eJ, e2, e,) 
(see L l(1)). 
[h,, h,]” = [h,h,w,,h,w,l= [h,,h,l ( see (15) and steps 3 and 7), i.e., 
(lb, hl) is normalized by a; Ll(1) implies [h,, h,] E (e,). Furthermore 
Iha, hIa= P,h,h;+aoj, h,w,] = [h3, hl][h2, h,] (see (15) and steps 3 and 
7). Since [h,, h,] E (e,) this implies that a normalizes ([h3, h,], e,). Thus, 
by Ll(lh (lh3, h,l, e,> < ( e,, e,>, i.e., [h, h,] E (e2, e,>n Q, = (e,) (4). 
Therefore 1 H’ I< 4 and so, by the usual argument, H’ < (e2, e,). Thus 
[h3, h,] E <e,,e,)nQ = (e,e,) < (h2) (see (2) and (14)), i.e., (h2) is 
normalized by h, . From (15) and steps 3 and 7 it follows [h, , h2]‘* = 
hh,,hzl= [brhJ[hl,hJ d an so, since u2 centralizes (e,, e,) 3 [h,, h2], 
we must have [h,, h,] = 1. Therefore (h2) is normal in H and, of course, 
(h,)” is normal in H. 
BY (15) [H, (a>] < Q,-,(H)@,)@,) = JL,(H)(h,)(h$ which is now 
abelian. Thus H induces the same power automorphism on (h2) and on (h;); 
then, because Q,-,(H) <Z(H), H induces a power automorphism on 
fk- 1 WXhNd and WJLlW)(h2)(hd is cyclic. Ll (d) implies that H is 
a modular group [ 11, Theorem 181. Finally, step 1 forces H to be abelian. 
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The following lemma deals with a situation that could be defined as 
“complementary” to that described in Lemma 1. The exact meaning of 
“complementary” will be clarified by Corollary 1, which puts together 
Lemmas 1 and 2 to give a more general result. 
LEMMA 3. Let G = H(a) be a finite 2-group, (1) # H a normal subgroup 
of G and let u: G + G” be a projectivity such that (H”)oO = (1). Suppose 
IQ,(H)] < 22. Then H and H” are metacyclic modular non-Hamiltonian 
groups. 
Proof. Since H # (l), from [ 10, Theorem 3] it follows that G” is a 2- 
group. 
If 0, (H) is cyclic there is nothing to prove (D 1 (g)). Suppose that a,(H) is 
non-cyclic and let {e,,e,), {f2,f,}, {a,} be sets of generators of G,(H), 
Q,(H), @Y, respectively, chosen as in Ll(i). Let Q = Hual”-’ f~ H CI 
H OolO-‘. Then Qn (e,, e,) = (e2e,) (Ll(h, i)) and therefore Q is cyclic 
(Ll(g)). Furthermore, since [H”“l”-‘/Q] is a chain, H”“I”~’ is metacyclic 
and consequently its projective image H is metacyclic (see [4, Satz 11.131). 
0,(H) is abelian (Ll(d)) of order at most 16 and metacyclic, hence it is 
centralized by a4. Therefore Q2(Q) u Hoa1’7-‘(a4) = H(a4) (Ll(f)). But H’ 
is cyclic and normal in G, hence fi,(H’) < (e,) (Ll(1)). Thus Q n H’ = (1) 
and so n,(Q) < Z(H(a4)) = Z(Hua10-‘(a4)). In particular H”alum’ induces 
the identity on n,(Q), i.e., HUal”-’ and H are modular groups [ 11, 
Theorem 181. Finally, H and H” are non-Hamiltonian by Ll(g). 
COROLLARY 1. Let G = H(a) be a finite 2-group, H a normal subgroup 
of G and let u: G + G” be a projectivity such that (HU)oV = (1). Then there 
exists a natural number r such that n,(H) is abelian and H/Q,(H) is a 
metacyclic modular non-Hamiltonian group. In particular H has derived 
length at most 3 and H” has derived length at most 4. 
Proof Let r = min{n] ]f2,(H/R”(H))( < 22}. 
induces a projectivity from G/O,(G) to G”/R,(G”) and 
Hi,,& is core free in G”/QL,(G”) (Ll(c)). Furthermore 
H.G,(G)/R,(G)z H/R,(H) (Ll(a, b)). Hence by Lemma 2 H/R,(H) is a 
metacyclic modular non-Hamiltonian group and the statement is proved if 
r = 0. Suppose r > 0. u induces a projectivity from a,(H)(a) to f2,(H0)(a)U 
and ]R,(H)/G,-,(H)( = ]J2,(H/J2-,(H))( > 2’ by definition of r. The main 
lemma applied to a,(H)(a) says that nr(H) is abelian, and the corollary is 
proved. 
We can now prove the announced result. 
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THEOREM. Let G be a group and let o : G + G” be a projectivity. Let H 
be a normal subgroup of G and put N” = (HO& Then H/N and Ha/N0 are 
soluble groups of derived length at most 3 and 4, respectively. 
Proof. By [ 5, Lemma 1 ] and [ 13, Corollario 11, we have N” = 
C-L./ W’)W,,P, where J = {x E G 1 ](x, H) : HI is a prime power }. Therefore, 
to prove the theorem, it suffkes to assume that G/H is a finite cyclic p- 
group. Since (H;rH,X)V)O-’ a (H, x) [ 11, we may also assume, for simplicity 
of notation, that (HTH,,,, )“-’ = (1) and HT”,,,, = (1). By a result of Rips and 
Zacher (see [ 13, Teorema A]) /G” : H” 1 < co, hence G and G” are finite 
groups. If 1 G: HI > p*, then H” is quasinormal in G” and, if H” # (l), G” is 
a non-abelian q-group [8, Lemma 31. By [ 10, Theorem 31, we must have 
q = p and G a p-group. If p is odd then H is abelian [5]. If p = 2 then 
Lemma 2 holds. 
If ] G : H I = p and H # (l), then G is a P-group of order pq [ 8, Lemma 1 ] 
(for the definition of P-group see [lo]) and so H and H” are cyclic of prime 
order. 
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